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LEVEL II

INTRODUCTION

e

1 '

The ability to use measurement tools and concepts is a
basic necessity of adult life. The change to the metric
system now taking place in the Un.ited,States gives the
Adult Basic Education student an opportunity to catch up
to and even excepd the present measurement skills of the

.

average adult.

Basically,. ABE instructors are concerned with providing
curriculum materials which have immediateoapplication.
ABE studentsAare motivated by-learning tasks which improve
the quality of their lives now, whether on the job or at
home. A' chance to learn skills which their, neighbors may
not have can contribute to self- improvement and self -con-
fidence.

.

The, content of the LEVEL II STUDENT WORKBOOK is occupa-
tionallyoriented. There are references to measurement
tasks used within some thirty-one different occupations
to.which students can relate. ,

)'

. Pragmatic needs and_ goals have brought-these adult
`students to the ABE program. They can emerge from the

. - unit On .metrics with measurement skills they can take
home and immediately put to use. 4

The Adult 'Performance Level (APL) material h erd shows
some of the everyday skills needed by LEVEL II ABE.
siudents:* After the students have finished this unit
they should be able to use the metric system in'these
suggested ways.

f

*Nowell W. Northcutt. ADULT FUNCTIONAL COMPETENCY: k SUMMARY.
Austin, Texas: Adult Performance Level Project Staff, Division of
Extension, The University of Texas at Austin. January, 1973.
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INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDES

k
. .

Occupational .

-Knowledge"

(Including Homemaking), Health
Community
Resourcos

GovornmPnt

and Law

Increase reading vocabulary to include:
length metre m "

width, centimetre , , cm
height . -. litre 1

scale degree Celsius °C

mass-weight gram g
measure kilogram kg

e
millilitre ml

1. Be able Lo
read dosage
on a medicine
bottle.

2. Read a Cel-
sills thermo-

meter.

P.' able to read

t mPeratuie
' recasts in
newspaper and
an televisicn.

.

.

1. Look for price
per litre of
gasoline
,posted at gas.
stations.

2. Read highway
signs.

.
. .0

Be able to write the metric symbols
"m, cm, kg, g, 1, ml, and °C.

,"

Be able to
record gown body

measurements in
metrics. t .

.,

Assist community
consumer organi-
zations.

Able td read labels
to see if they con-
form to packaging-
laws.

.

Ask for proper
quantities and
sizes needed in

merchandise.

e

In service jobs,
know and understand
metric terms,

. .

Si..
\... ,

Say and under- '
stand readings
of clinical
thqrmdmeters,-
scales, and

height measures.

Understand
weather fore-
casts and
temperature
predictions.

Explain to others
holmetric system
will affect glov-'

. ernment and laws.

.

Be aware or..

number of
servings in
commercial
metric con-
tamer sizes:

1. Use millilitre
spoons aryl litre

cupsin food
preparation. ,

2. Know coirect
,utensil size for
quantity .,repared.

Relate CC to
choi'ce of

clothing to
wearer.

°

o

'Keep daily and
monthly rain -

fall records
in centimetres.

.
.

. .

. .

d .

.

,
.

When purchasift,

know large and
small equipment
sizes and size,
of space to be
occupied by
them.

Know general tempera-
ture--low, niediue,

high--for cooking.

.

. .

Interpret

iclinical thermo-
meter readings
for person's'
temperature and
take appropriate
action. °

Use weather
reports, dis-
tances in km,
and speed rim-
its to help
plan activ-

/
itreS%

4

.5

. ,

P.,qk for correct

sizes in talk-
ing to.store
clerks.

f.

.

Teach, a neighbor to
use a metre stick,
a metric ruler, and
a metric tape
measure.

.

Give die doctor
a child's tem-
perature over
the phone.

.

Help others
learn the
basics of the
metric system.

Give acturate
estimates of
metric measures
to law enforce--
ment officials.
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LEVEL II

_DFSTGNANDLISE.OF THE STUDENT WORKBOOK

N

. These materials are designed for ABE students 'who are functioning at
,Grade levels', 4, .5, or 6.

The STUDENT WORKBOOK is organized ihto six sections: Linear, Area,
Mass, Capacity, and Temperature. Each of these sectiOns. introduces
appropriate concepts, measurement words, and measurement devices.
After a _brief introduction to each section', students are sent to a'
resource table which you, the instructor, hay.o organized. At this
resource table students perform hands-on activities that are described
throughout the STUDENT WORKBOOK in the sections headed Metric Activ-
ities.

_

As students Complete the metric activities, they wi11 acquire a feel-
pig for the size of a metric unit. When they have internalized the
concept"(that is, when they are thinking metric), they go back to-the
STUDENT WORKBOOK for some examples of where people use these measure;
meRts,a,t work and at home.. These'short vignettes not- only give stu-

.- dents some idea of the ptactical uses of metric, measurements but can
aCt'as an impetus forifurther discuSsions of other occupations and
'situations where these metric units are used.

The ability to handle number concets.varies widely-among'ABE stu-
dents. Therefore, it seemed prudent to plan the LEVEL II STUDENT
WORKBOOK for grade 4.5'reading and mathematical levels. Instructors
are.,,encourned to adapi the materials upward if theyfeel it is appro-
priate for their students. _

The STUDENT WORKBOOK begins by using.a problem solving approach to in-
troduCing metric measurement. -Most people have had measuyement_prob-
lems--clothiqg that does not fit when we get it home; furniture that
is too wide to be moved through dodrwars,.and objects tha_t_are_to

15-iffOr-theiT intended space. These experiences are often uncorn,
fortable and frustrating. .Yet, almost everyone has had them and by
planning ahead and measuring, many of these situations can be avoided.

i The role of the teacher is ex. redely important. Reading metric inior-
Lmation will not provide LEVEL II ABE .students with the measurement

skills they need to knot,./. It is essential that the instructor encour-
age students to become actively involved in the Metric Activities

. sections. TheSe are laboratory activities which involve the student
in learning in a personal way. They encourage a positive attitude
toward discovery and inggiry, and they reduce fears and concerns about
the metric system. In addition, these hands-on activities can easily
be expanded as needed. You need to collect'the materials for each
segment and set -up a resource table with measurement equipment before
the students begin. /-

0

CCHE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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INSTRUCtOOS.GUIDE

Stldents need to get, their hands en measurement
of wonting with fhe Metric Activities on the metre- and the centimetre,

..'the square metre, the gram and the kilogram, the. litre and the mil-
. liMetre,.and the Celsius thermometer, your students wilI become famil-
iar with the quantities they represent and will establish their own.
personal sets of physical referelices. Thus, the,,vtudents may associate
the with of a fingernail with a centimetre and the mass of a brick,
a football, or an iron with a kilogram.

E)Teriences with metrication in other countries such as Australia,
England; and Canada show that students learn befte'r when metric units
Are compared to familiar objects. ,Students should learrf to "think

° metric." It is difficult and confdsing to-learn the new system by
constantly referring to the.Customary system now in use'. Eveh though
we 'will be using Customary and.metric measurements side by side for
quite a while, students should learn them as separate measurement lan-
guages, not by translating from one to the other.'

0
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OBJECTIVES

ti;:.:
t %

, The stUclent--w..,.1.1-depans-tr-ate- the, listed skills for each of the five measurement groups, using the terms

2
0

randand dev.ces shown. Page numbers refer to pages, in the STUDENT WORKBOOK. __
, ' .

-I
m
7)

o.n
Di

oz
r

0

-I
0
2

1.

2.

. .
SKILLS

Recognize and ,use the
unit and its symbol 4

State or show a prhys-
ical rrfe.Fence for

.

MEASUREMENT GROUPS
.. .

.

Linear . r

(pp. 4-22)

Area

?

(pp. 23-29)

Mass

(pp. 30-39)

Capacity

(pp. 40-53)

Temperature .
4

(pp. 54-59)

millimetre (mm)
.

centimetre-tcm)
,

metre (m)

kilometre (km).

squaore
%

centimetre
(cm').

square
metre (M-1)

.

gram (g) .

kilogram (kg)

.

litre (1)

millilitre (ml)

.

- `. .
.

degree Celsius (°C)
0_

..

3.

.

Read correctly
.

-

-
,

metre stick,
metric tape
measure, and
metric rulers

.
a *kilogram

scale, gra:n

scale

..measuremehts.
on litre cups
and millilitre
&poons

Celsius thermometer,
Celsius clinical
thermometer

a

4,

.

,
5.

Calculate or deter-
mine (includes
selecting and using
'any appropriate
measuring in- .
struments)

Estimate. within 25%
of the dctuaf, .
measure ---

height, width,
or length of
objects

'1..
,

'.

the area
of a given
space

.

the mass of
objects

"

.

,

capacity of
containers

,,...,

'

the temperattre of
the air, a liquid,

or_a_Person. -------
.

.

.

.
'

6. Convert a metric
quantity in one of
these units' to i tS .

equivalent in
another of the'se

.

units

,.

,

,i
. ..

S

,

I,

gram 0-

kilogram

,

litre

millilitre

.

_

. .
, ,2

,

tri

til

1 0 .
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INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE.
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WHAT THE INSTRUCTOR NEEDS TO KNOW

0
. .

, ..

Linear e
. -v / ' ..

-g. .
. Thb first section is, about li-rrear measurement. hiRear measure, refers
,

to, the length, depth, widlh, or-height of an.object. Students are
asked tb estimate and-meaTdre the length, width, fdepth, or height o ,. ,variobs objects. .

., )N '
Z. ,,,,

.
i ''''. .
I ..

The base unit of linear measure in the Sk,.or4metric system, is the
/Illetre. (SI is an abbreviation for Systeme'Interpational d'Ihiltes, or/

International System of Units.) l'he basictool for measuring metres
is the metWStick. The symbol m is used to &note .metre or metres:
:Notice that no period ,is: placed after the m'unless,if is at"the`end
of a sentence. . . i

, .

. .

ff,x91.1 place one end of a metre' stick on the roor and 'hold,
. the stick against your leg, you will find that the Other end

of the metre stick is near ,yourswaist. You may want -to take
a metre stick and work Metric Activities ,l and 2. Thee two
learning activities are designed to.' give you and. your stu-

.
dents a-feeling for the length of a mere'and'ametre istick.

, . . .
I

.

.
,-

.

pecause'a metre is too long to measure many things., it has been,
.

divided into 'smaller units. ,All of these units hate-the word metre
in them. A °different prefix 'is used to differentiate between these

'subunits.. The three, most commonly used subunits all havp prefixes
. that end in the letter i _Secs the list on/the bottom of the next page.

. - '4 o
.4. '

)

The first subunit is a decimetre. It is one tenth of a-metre The
'rectangle here is one decametre 'long. Th6re'are 10 decimetres,in ore
metre. The decimetre,-.4 a'

, .

unit\that is seldom used; /
but'you, the Instructor,
,sNould be aware of this :.a.

unit so tith you will ldm
.

'have a better understand- .
..

, ing of the metric system. 0
.

The symbolfor'decimetre
is'dm. . 1 ..

. Jr ' . P. '.
If'a decimetre is divided into 10 equal subunits, each of these sub-

.,

Units is, called a centimetre. There are 10. centimetres in a decimetie
`,or 100 centimetres in a metre. At the right is a rectangle thatni-s- one.

.

centimetre long. ,Remember.t114 since
.

.4

there and 10b centimetres in offe metre, -.

each centimetre is one hundTedth of a 0.
km . it

v

,metre. Most centimetre rulers are 20 o'r .

30 centimetres long.( The syMbol cm is
, .

used for centimetre.

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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.LEVEL II

ti

Measufe,the width-of a pafier clip and a penny. A paper clip
is about one centimetre/wide and a penny is about two cen-
timetres wide. You may want to work through Metric Activity.
7 to get h-better'understanding of the ,length of.a centimetre.

;

If a centimetre is divided'ito 10 equal parts,' each p'ait is called a
millimetre. There are 10 millimetres in a centimetre and 1 000 mil-
limetres in a metre. At the right are two small
rectangles. The distance between these
rectangles is one milliMetre.. The -

symbol mm is used, to represent

*Many students are used to millimetres becatise they smoke
ciiarettps that are 100 mm or 120 mm long. Note that a
100 mm cigarette is also 10 cm, or 1 dm, long. A dime is
about one millimetre thick.

There :re times when it iS not conveni t to^refer to.large linear
Measures in metres. When this Wappens arger units are, used. The
names of ,these larger unitsall4have a p.efix.plus the'word "metre."
For the-larger units the prefixes do not 'nd in the letter i.

t

The first Of these larger units is 10 meirei,long, It is' Called
dekametre and the symbol dam is used. Ten dekametres is a hectometre
(hm). There are 100 metres in one hectometre. Ten hectometres is a
kirometr (km). There are 1 000 metres in one kilometre. Dekametres
and he-Eametres are not used in the LEVEL II materials. In fact, they
wirneldom be .,used. Kilometres are .used to.desigAate distances such.
as the distance between two cities. Many signs on the interstate high-
ways mow give,lhe distance to major cities in kilometres. Speed and
velodityare in'kiloMetres.per hour (km/h):

The table below show's the relationship between the base unit (metre)
and the, othe linear units. ti

(

.

C

Unit Value in Metres Read as

*Wometre
,REctometre

' dekemetre
*metre (base uni
decimetre

r

km 1'000 metres
hm -, 100 metres
dam 10 metres

t) m 1 metre
dm '0.1 metre

*centimetre cm
*millimetre :mm

*Units.. commonly used.

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL. EDUCATION"

0.01 metre
0-.001. metre
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One thousand metres
one hundred metres
ten metres
one metre
oile tenth of a metre
'one hundredth of a metre'
one thousafidth of a metre



I'NSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE

a
A

N

second section discusses area. Area refers to the number of units
tPices.o,pover a surface completely. An SI unit 'of area is the
&re metre. The symbol for a square metre is m2. ,Notice that the
of is In2 and not sq. M.

4 Take fsur Metre sticks and place them on_ the floor in the
shape, of a sc(uare. If you do this carefully, the area in-

/
side thii square is a square metre. You might want to Kork
,{Metric Activities 18 and 19. These-two activities are \
designed to give you and your students a feeling for the

earea of a squar metre.. .

.

. ,
411XArt afe smaller and larger units than a square metre. jn.fact any

. ir

ol:tbe linter units 'can be. used for deriving a unit for area. `For
example, the instriictional material in the STUDEXT, WORKBOOK uses
s ware centimetres ,(cm2).to explain area to the_students. You may
a so use square millirle'tfes (mm2). Notice .that there are 100 mm2 in

t one cm2. " ,
.,,

arger,,units can ,also be used. For example, a square dekametre Tdam21
is 190 m2. Anather name that is often used for a-dam2 is are andi-Fe-4,--

"symbOlzj',or are is a. An even larger unit is the square hectometre
Ilil2).', This is I0 000 m2. A more common name for.the-hA2 is the
hectirand the.syMbol ha is used for hectare. Land'measure is:often
in heletdres The only larger unit of area that will be,used is ,the
s uate ilaMetre (km2)-. This will be used primarily for',very large

,

it _pre s.. - - )

Nass i4e *
.

.-
, ....... ,.... .

-. --
..The.thix4 section is about measuring weight or mass. -"The mass of an

object refers to a measure of the amount of matter containTTIn the ,

'object. This, amount always remains constant sd long as something is
lnit- added .to or 'subtracted from the object. Weight i the term that
.most people use when they mean'mass. Weight,.howeveri is affected by-

gravtty while mass is not. Thus, the weight ofan object on.the moon
is one sixth its weight on earth. The mass of that same Object is the

.',Aame whether the object is%on the moon or onthe earth. rile word mass.
IS,tdin. the LEVEL II'materials. .

.

The 51 base unit of mass is the kilogram and the symbol k is used to
:designate kilogram or kilograms. A kilogram scale is use -to measure

kilograms: Kilogram scales come ,in, many shapes and sizes. A bath-
..

room scale and a scale in a doctor's office are two different types
it of kilogram scales.:

t
THE CENT& FOR VOCATIONA( EDUCATION
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LEVEL II

Find yo s on kilogram scale: Measure the mass of
other eavy ob.) etc such as a sack of potatoes, a bag of
suga , and a pet. Work through Metric" Activities 21, 22,
and 3. Guess the masarof a friend and various objects
befo you measure them. Keep trying until you are able to
make fa tly accurate guesses. '

A kilogram is a rather heavy-unit. Because of this it is often nec-
essary to use subunits for expressing the mass df light objects. The
most common subunit is the gramz There are one thousand grams in one
kilogram. Thua,- each gram represents one thousandth of a kilogram.
The symbol g. is used to represent grms. The units deliagram and
hectojram are very seldom used. 'There are 10 hectograms in one kilo-
gram and 100,dekagrams,in one kilogram.

Pick up, a raisin. Feel how light it is.! It weighs about
one gram. (Pick up a nicked. A-nickel weighs abbut 5,g.
You may want to work through Metric Activities-24 and 25.
to develop a better understanding of the Mass of one gram.

'

A" unite larger than a kilograth that is often us'7d -s the metric ton' Alai.'
is 1 000 kilograms. The metric ton is,used.for shipping- corn, wheat, and
other large quantities: The symbol, t is -used to represent the metric/ton
This unit is spelled.lonne,in other English sp.aking countries;. howei.rer,
in the United S,tatea'"metric ton" is preferred.,

Capacity

,

The fourth section is about the measurement of,capacity. Capacity
refers to the amount of space enclosed:by anobj...ect or container. the
term capacity often is dged to refer to either volume or cap cites.
Students,are asked to estimate and.measure the,cApacity of sWnera' cdn-
tainers and to use measures of capacity in prey' -ing ecipes.

The basic unit'of capacity is the litre. ,A cube or-box that is one
decimetre long, one decimetre wide,, and one decimetre high hAs a_
capacity of one cubic decimetre, of'on'e litre, The,symbol tor.a cubic
-decimecre is dm3. The symbol for litre is 1. NotiCe that this symbol
is not the,-numerar one hilt a sm41U-or lower case, letter""el."
Because there can be some confunotn when the last digit of a-number is
one, it is very importantthat a space be left between a numeral and
the symbol for litre. If theie is any pOssIbility of confusion, use
the whole word "litre." 4

The litre wall be a very common household unit. --Milk, motor
oil, .gasdline, bleach, and soda pop.-,arze a few of the products
thAt will be pufchased in litres. Ycib might want to do Metric
Activities 28 and 29. These two learning activities are

---designed_ta_give students a feeling for a litre.

2 THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION --10-- 14



INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE

°The cubic decimetre, or litre, is often too large a unit for many,uses.
When this happens, the smaller unit that is used is the millilitre.
There are one thousand millilitres in one litre. The symbol for
millilitre is ml. Millilitre is another name for cubic centimetre,
A,box that is one centimetre long, one centimetre wide, and one centi-
im'tre high is a ,cubie centimetres The symbol for cubic centimetre is
c 1. . There are 1 000 cubic centimetres in one cubic decimetre. -

A teaspoon holds five millilitres. -Metric Acitivity,31gives
people experience with millilitre spoons that will be used
in cooking. Metric Activity 34 is designed .to give experience
using millilitre spoons and litre-measuring cups. You might
want to try these recipes at home so that you are sure that
you understand all-of the steps. -

Units,smaIler or larger than a litrNre often needed. When this is
the case, these new units have names with the word litre preceded by
a prefix. The following table shows the relationship-between the base
unit (litre) ,and the other units of .capacity.

, .

Unit Symbol Numerical 'Meaning: 'Read'as

'kilolitre
hectolitre
dekalitre

*Litre,,,(base unit)
decilitre
centilitre'
*millilitre `

.

4

*Units Commonly used.

Temperature,

The'last section is about measuril4tteMperatures. Students are asked
*to estimate how hot or cold something is..

kl
hl

dal
1

dl
cl
ml

1000 litres
100 litres,
10 litres
1 litre
0,1 litre
0.01. litre
0.001 litre

.

one thousand litres
one hundred
ten litres
one litre
one tenth of a litre
one hundredth of a litre

"-one thousandth of a litre

The unitmfost people will use for measuring is degree
Celsiuse tools for-measuring temperatures are Celsius thermometers
The symbol for degree Celsius is °C. Usually no space is left between
the. numeral and the symbol.'Thus,

t a
53 degrees Celsius' often is written-

53°C and not 53 °C. Celsius and-re both capitalized since they are
in honorof Anders Celsius, the Swedish,astronompr who developed the
Celsius scale. The tern degree centigrade has been replaced by degree
Celsius.

Ifyou place a Celsius thermometer in ice water the reading
'should4be 0°C; if pu place it in boiling water thee reading
should be 100°C. Normal body temperature is 37°C., A com-
fortable room-temperature is 21°C. Metric Activities, 36, 37,
and 3: give you.a bernTTeeldng for eeistustempe-ratuT

.

You may want te.do.these three activities before this material
is studied in class.

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONALtOUCATION
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METRIC NOTATION

4

When writing measures in metric notation there are a few rules that
shourld7he followed. To express a measure such as 15 metres you write
15 M. Notice that there is a space between the numeral 15 and the
symbol m. Remember that no period is placed,after the symbol unless
it' is at'the dhd of a sentence.

When writing quantities of capacity in metric notation you must be
very- careful. A quantity such as' 27 litres should be written as 27 J.
Note that a space is left between the numeral 27 and the,symbol. 1.
This is important since a lower case.el looks.like a numeral one SoMe
early metric, guides used., script el, k, but this is discouraged since -

most typewriters do net,have a script el-key. When there is a possibil-
ity of confUsion, the WOTa Titre ,should be writtervout.

Numbers that are one thousand and larger use a space instead of a cOmma-,
__to_sep_exate_groups, of three_digits. Thus, a quantity, such as 25,6'83,927
centimetres should, be written 25 683 2-9-7-cm. HbViever,- when there are
four digits the space,does not have to be used., Thus, 3957 and 3 9,57
are 'both correct.

When refenring to quantities less than one unit in length, a zero (0)
'is placed to the.left of the decimal pbint. Thus,'0.25 cm should be used
not .25 cm. Thi3 is not necessary when there'is a combination of-whole ,

units and partial units. For example, 2.35.,dm is correct; 02.35 is not.

Another, rule is that two different units are never mixdicl. It is not
correct\to write 6 m-and _7 cm. _Instead, this should:be expressed.:
entirely; in metres, entirely in centimetres; or entirely it Some Other
linear unit. Sinte there are 100 cm in 1 m, there are 600 cm in 6 m,
hence this length of 6 m ad 7 cm could be expressed as 607 cm. If You,'
want to-express this in metres rather than in centimetres,'you .must
remember that 1 cm is the same as 0.01 m (1 centimetre is the same as
one hundredth of a metre). so, 7 cm is 0.07 m.and m and 7 cm would
be written 6.07-m.

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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LINEAR**

Activity 1.

-COMMENTS AND MATERIALS NEEDED

Student
Workbook

Comment .

0,, Page.

, 1

91.

A METRE HIGH
i

:ActiVity 2 A METRE' LaG
.

C

Activity '3. ',A METRE WTpE
b

,In theSe three-,Metric Acivities'students USE
.:

Metre Sticks and should get afeeling for the
length af P metre or metre stick. tive-each
student enough time to Bally understand the
,concept of metric length.

Activity 4. '-METRE ROOft

Again, in this activity students are getting,
experience in the' use of metre sticks. Encolir-
age them to Write their answers and to 'use
correct metric notation. They may..want to

___.30,rite.a result as_S1/2 m._ acceptable.
In fact, you might want to encourage them to
Use some rough measures such.as,this. ,Do
not expect them to be precise.

ACtivity S. .,STEpPING METRES

This can be fun. Encourage students to. make
- the marks as far apart as possible, i.e.', if

there is room, they can put the marks 20, 30,
. ,

or, 40 metres apPrt. 'Ask the to 'try to mpie
all their steps the same le gth.

'Activity 6. METRES AROUND THE ROOM

E4cobrage\the students to guess the height,
Width, or length of each of the objects Pad
to'Write their guesses on a sheet of paper.

, Answers .01 as "almost two metres," "less
--,than thx,0_metres,!1_"two and a half metres,"

etc. dre,*ceptafile.

Z'

4

4

Materials
Needed

Metre ck for
each s udent.

poFtb1e,
us unmark,d
metre stics,.)

Metre stick for .-
each student.
(If posAble,
Use uribtarked
metre itIcks.)

Metre stick-.--,
'Masking tape or','
chalk.

Metre stick- ?or
each student.

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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LEVEL III

Comment

Activity 7. CENTIMETRES

This activity introduces the students the
centimetre by means of hands -on activities.
In this Metric Activity students will USE the
ruler tohelp them get an internal feeling
about,the length of a centimetre and how to
use the ruler. GiVe each student enough
time to fully understand the concept of the
centimetre.

Ad.tivity,8. GUESS AND,MEASURE' 9
.

_

Encourage-ge-the-7StddentS-to guess th-g-ine4suresc
. 1 of each. of these objects,. ASk them to-Write

theii guesseS-oti-4 Sheet cif paper. Ask. them
to. -write the actual measures on,:a different
sfieet. of paper and then .ccimpare' the guess
with the actual measure. Students could meas--
urg the length,.width, and.thickneSS of'the
book. You may want to include objects ,othe-r

than the :ones listed here,

Activity 9. METRIC TAPE MEASURE: 10

This activity helps students to relate
furthe.r the metre: to their body measurement.
It 'introduces a new measuring tool - -the m4ric
tape measure. Befdre,you begin this aCtivity.
you might want to have students compare the
lengih3iT their tape measure with the length
of a mettre-Stick: Note that many metric tape
measures ate 50 cm, or 1.5 m, long.

Activity 10,-,BODY MEASUREMENTS 10

Here again the students get a chance to relate
the metre to body measurements. As they work
through this Metric Activity, students should
be encouraged? to compare their body measurements
fro Metric Ac,tivity 9 to the measurements of
the1 ,11ree."models" in this activity.

Student
Workbook
Page

9

z

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION --14-- .18

1.

Materials
Needed

Metric ruler fo
each -student.'

Metricruler,fo
each Oudent:-.

Pencil.
--Chalkboard
.eraser.
Coffee pot.
Book.

,

,Metric tape
measure for
each student:
"Figdre it in'
Meti'ics" wa.11-

Metric tape
measure_ for_ -

each,si:tudent.
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Comment

Activity 11. MEASURING MILLIMETRES

This is to help studentS--learn to read a
metric ruler in millimetres. -Ytu_might Isant-
to-duplicate some drawings or line-Segments
forthe students to.mCa5ure in millimetreS:-

--The--studen.ts-can._checjatheSe measurements
against your': answers 0 thi fiMIHTs-o-f--
other- students in the class. Give the stu-

J
-dents as many experiences as are needed for
-tnemto_develop mastery.

E

Activity 12. 'MILLIMETRES

Students will 'develop a feeling for some
everyday-objects_that, measure about a

-millimetre. ThiS will help them gain a
,better understanding 'Of the size of a .

Fillimetre.

Attivity 13. MEIN MILLIMETRES

INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE

Student
Workbook
Page

14 .

Once again encourage the students to guess
-beftre they measure. This also will help ,

them associate some parts of their bodies:.
with se-iiie millimetre measurements.

Activity 14. MORE MILLIMETRES

-Encourage the students to first guegs the
measures of each of these objects, write

'their guesses on a sheet of paper;,,an then
measure the object. Encourage them;to
keep guessing and measuring.until,they
become proficient. You may want to include
objects-other than the ones listed here.

Activity 15. UP IN SMOKE

This activity gives further practice with
measuring, in millimetres. It provides an
example of a metric product already in,
common use.

11;

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION "77--.1. 5
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1:4

Materials°
Needed

Metric ruler,
for each
stuaent.

Metric rules
for each,
student.

-'Paper clip-
(#1 size).

Dime.

15,

15

16

O

19

Metric ruler
for each
student.

Paper clip.

Needle.
-Bolt.
Stapler.
Pencil.
Book.
Table.
Desk.

Metric ruler
A number of
cig'arettes in
each oT several
lrmgths: 100 mm,
120 mm, king
size, regular.

to
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LEVEL' II

Student
Workbook. Material's

.

Comment Page . Nee deNeed
Activity.16. MILLIMETRES AND CENTIMETRES /415

.
.

In this Metric Activity students begin'to
convert from-millimetres to centimetres.
You' may Kant to give "the students some
,additidnal problems to convert. If these
,students are somewhat familiar with the.
customary system, you can point out ha/
much easier it is to change.metres to
centimetres than to change feet to 'inches.

'Activity. 17. SJEPPING KILOMETRES_

This is more Olrria-ftEi-=§-thool,-attivity
thananin-xlass_activity: 'You_may, want

have the'kwdents get an idea of the
lengt f a kijometre by,asking each of
them to'take4 000 'steps back-and fo-ith
in the hall. Tf,you time them, they ,will`
get an idea of howlonsit takes to ,walk"

Metric ruler.
Paper clip.
Toothpick-

20

C'

.a kilometre.

AREA

Activity 18. SQUARE METRES

Activity 494, I4VINGIgTRES

These,two activities will help give students
a feeling for the size of:a square metre.
If possible, measure off some parts cf the

_r_aam_that are 2, 3, 4, etc.'m2. Have the
students walk around these square-metres
and look'at them to develop a feeling-for
the size of- a square metre. This shbuld

. . help them to acquire the abilityto
estimate area in square metres.

24°

TV 24

Activity20. METRIC ROOM

/Use the !newly acquired aWity to estimate
area in-square metres by'having students
estimate the areas of the 'classroom floor
and walls. After they have estimated the§e:
areas, they §hould measure them. Discuss
with the sludents'how the,information about'
pattern repeating, width of the wallpaper,
and height of the wall is used to determine
how Much,wallpaper"to buy.

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONACEDUCATION --16-- _2(r
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Metre stick
. for. each

student.
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Comment

.Student
'Workbook Materials
Page Needed

MASS
0

,Activity 21. FIND YOUR MASS o 31

This is a fun activity. Everyone will lie
'surprised at how little they "weigh". in
kilograms. You" may want tb place the scalein a corner of the room-so thatstudents
'Cali keep their. metric mass a secret.

(Activity' 22 . KI OGRANIS

Like some of.; the' other Metric Activities, .

s and__J_s_de.s iglied to help -We ^s tudents
get .a feeling for the mass,. of a Kilogram.

measurement unit' for this activity is-
tke.kilOgram: _Student:, Will lift some.
kilogram pieces tO get an idea of their
mass

Actiity 23.. WHAT t_S ITS MASS?

Again students are asketlto guess, record
their guess and then use the scales to
findthe mass. You may went to add
several objects to -the ones that- arelisted. °

Act l ity .24. GRAMS, GRAMS, GRAMS

31

Metric bath-
room scale.

Several.'
one-kilogram.
mass pieces. c .

_31

35

Kilogram
scale.

Apple.
Brick.
13ex of rice.

This activity gives students 'an opportunity Set of masstode-velop N_fe_eling for the mass of a_gram.____, pieces J1 _gamMost tudentsN11 find it difficult to 3 'g , 5 g, and .differentiate between the mass of- some of , 20 g).`these.piedes. try'in to guess the'mass of
a piece while blindfb ded should, after
several trial, improv the students'

---% -libi.,1_ity,:to distinguish th mass of a .:piece:

0(:)THE CENTER FOR VOCATION EDUCATION- 21 7
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Comment

Student
-Workbook Materials
Page Needed

Activity 25. .GUES'S-AND FIND THE MASS 36

Now that students are beginning to feel
comfOrtable with the concept of gram,
have each student guess,the mass of the
light objects that have been placed on the
table. DO NOT measure their masses-

\ just ,GUESS! .4fter they have guessed
\a mass, have each student measure the.
mass of each object theyestimated and
record the answer. It is excellent j
students are within_25.%_gi-the--e-orrect-
Measure.

. ,

Activity 26. WHAT WE EAT . 49
-,

.

'This is kimaray7ado-at-horlie activity.. , ,-4.-:

-., Ask,:.StudentS to exapine.various containers d

tb find the mass .of the ,contents. Soup,
sugar, flour, rice, and other products °

-have their metric masses printed on the
. = - label, You shold point-out that most

labels` giv& net weight, or the weight.o.f.
the contents and not weight of the-contents-
and the padkage. Also, manufacturers use
the term weight,. rather than mass,'on:labels.
You may want to ask some students to bring
..in examples that they found. Empty. some of
the containers and have students find the

.

Mass- of the contents. ,I5o they-get the same
figure that is on .the label?

Activity 277 THINK M'SS

Here is a good opportunity' for sope class
discussion. What jobs, require people to
find the mass of objects? What other
measuring tasks are used in these jobs?
Where will thes,,-; students need to use the
skills Trom this course?

0

TN CENTERCENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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Nickel.
Sugar .cube.
Pencil eraser.
Pencil,
Sunglasses.
Metric ruler.

r
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Comments

CAPACITY

Activity 28. TS OF LITRES

After the. students fill their containers,
have them lift them. How Many kilograms
are -they holding? Guess and check! 'Do

,products that,come in litre containers
really hold a litre? "Is the, shape of the
container deceiving sotha_t_s_ome_of the-

-15F-a-d-ticts look like they have more' than
some of the others? Measure and 'See.

Student
Woi-kbook Materi4ls

-Needed ,. Page

-41

Activity 29-. GUESS
.
LITRES,

t.44e-n-t-s=s-lrotri-d-be---ecti-triring a teel
for. a litre by now. See how well' they
can gues-S `the4capacity -of'each of these
containers. Encourage students who were ,

able tO,,, guess within 25 0 the correct
amount.

-Ac-tivity O. FILL 'FIEF BUCKET

This is fun, but4it can be messy. If
you think- students will .have difficulty
seeing the water line after each listre
is 'added, you` may want to put p few drops
of food coloring in the first couple of
litres.,

THE CENTER, FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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4-1

;

tr -

Containers that
- held a- litre --

one for each
student , if
possible...

-PT-o-ducts that
- come in litre

containers.
. Rice., sand, sogar,

water, etc,
Litre measiging
'Cup.

Paper- Or plastic
coffee up.°

Juice glass.
Soft drink '-
container:.

Casserole, dish.,
Frying pan.:
Sauce pan._
Lire me as -.
uring dup.-T--

1 Water or
enotigh to fill
the largeSt:------
of the above
containers

Large pail
bucket.

Litre meas-
.urizu cup.

Waterproof
'mar ing; crayon.
Food eforing.`
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.

. -

Student'
Workbook"

Comment Page .

Activity 31. SPOONS

Let the students examine the spoons. How
can they tell the number of millilitres
each spoon holds? When would they use the
spoons? Discuss. .How many different uses .

can they think of for millilitre_spoongl--,

ACiivity 32. .COFFEE BREAK

Let the students make coffee. this is a
good opportunity for them to use' litres

it .,

SF

Activity- 33. CAN -CNN 7
4.

h

You'cark have the-student.begin thit
activity by guassing the size of each
can. 'Some cans will metric units
printed-on_th_label so you may want to
check.befoxe class and: remove -or-Cover-4
`any of these units. 'You also may .want to
cover bp or remove any units that are

.

the customary system (such as
pounds, OunceS, qua'rts) so.that--
students do not compare the metric units
with the customary. ones. If a typical
serving is 200 ml, hew many servings does
each container hold? Stu-dents can weigh

u the cans to gain ,more practice in using -

grams and kilograms.

4-4

45 .

Materials
Needed

Set of meas-
uring spoons
in 1 ml, 2 ml
S ml, ,and___._
15^ ml sizes.

Medicine ,---

bottles.e
.Funnels,

Large coffee.
pot or per:-

, coldtor--

Coffee-7120
:° -millilitreS.

Cream or
cream Sbb-
stitute;

Coffee,cups.
Water --2
litres:

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION -224-

Variety df
empty ,fruit
and vegetable
cans.

,

L_ itre meas- r
uring cup--
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Comment

Activity 34. LET'S EAT!

This ls a tasty activity. Make surg,you
bring enough food and any utensils that
will4be needed, such ,as forks, bowls,
sarad_bowls, mixing spoons, and so forth.

---WhereyeT the recipe sav'§4or'shows,
..----='Ghep 40 ,ml carrots" it should be under-

stood that, the students are-to measure
out the 40 ml of car --rots after they are
chopped. This lesson gives students a
chance to use millilitres, litre,, and
grams. None of the recipes require,
cooking._

TEMPERATURE

'Activity 35. READING DEGREES

:Set the demonstration thermometer at a
certain setting and ask the students the
temperature indicated. Repeat this with
different temperatures as often as it
takes fdr tife students to feel comfortable
*reading the thermometer.. Explain the
significance.ofA°C, 37°C, 100°C. Make

tsureyou use below -zero temperatures.

O

Student
Workbook Materials
Page Needed

Whether something ishot or cold depends on
the circumstances. 2°C would be a cold
morning but it would be too warm for the
freezer4compartmnt of a reffigerator.
40°C would be a very hot summer day, but
it would tie- too cold to cook something in
the oven. Establish your frame of reference
before you decide whether a temperature is
hot or cold. What are good temperatures
for cooking? . . . for going to 'he beach?

. . for freezing ice cream? . . or having
,a snoWball fight?

1

1111
( 1 (

P'11:
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54

Measuring and
coking
ute sils as
indi ated in
the r ipes.

Enough o each
of the f pd
items in t`I 6

four recipe
to serve you
class.

Celsius
' demonstration

therrlometer. 0

0

. 1(
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.7 Comment

Activity 36.,, TAKING TEMPERATURES

Have several thermoMeters that can be
dipped in the containers. Attempt to
have the containers at different
temperatures. -Use insulated containers,
if possible, to help maintain the.
temperatdre. Firj.one contaiAer with
ice and some water; another with
boiling, water (you could use a coffee
pot to boil water); and so forth. For
all'eiccept the very hot have the students
first feel the water with their fid.gers
and guess the temperature, then have

' them take the -temperature. ASk them to
read:the temperature from the thermometer
Ad then write. thetepperature.

c,

.. .

Activity 37., ,AROUND A14D ABOUT-
. -

AS flip: students moire around the room,
have sheri try` to feel if -the temperatute
has gone up or down: Ask them to guess,
the temOratdre in eaeh of the" places.
around-ehe room. Is it warmet near the
ceiling? Is le.w1rmer or coolelnear the
windows?, DO' they think their answexs
woU14 De the same during another season
of the Year?

Student
Workbook!
Page -

54

Act vity 3A. IN AND OUT
I. I --

Again, have.the,studentStry_to,guess the
tempela ure of each of the pla-Ces-outside.
Is It re ly cooler in the-shade? What--___.

difference does it make if they are near the-,
building?. 14 is suhny,dak,they can
check the teffiperature-dn a closed car.

a

0.0`-'1. THE ENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION - -.2 2 7
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S
r

O

.rte

-

J\
_MatCrials
Nce. dsed

4 or 5 Celsius
thermometers.

S or 6 con-
taitrs of
water at
'various,
temperatures.

Electric
coffee pot.
Ice cubes.

.A4

\,
Severaly
Celsius
thermometers.

,

Several.
Cejsies
thermometers.
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Comment

Activity 39. FEVER':
4 \

tithei-iiike'Or obtain a demonstration'
,CelsiUs clinical thermometer,' Follow
the design of the cftnical thermometers

. you Will be using in Activity 40. Take
time to show .how toread degrees in
tenths then give the students as many,
experiences in reading and writing,degrites-
,as are needed to develop mastery.

,w M °,

Ac4vity,40. BODY TEMP

This will take some time. A clinical
thermometer can' be difficult to read.
Makesurq.you-use the Alcohol to sterilize

. the'therthotheters after each use. .After
each student has taken his or-her,own
temperature; ask the student to_write-e

down. Thep ask the student to tell you
the temperature. Does the written
answer agree with the oral answer, and
do both answers agree with the thermometer? ,

O.

Student
Workbook Materials
Page' 'Needed

N
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Demonstration
Celsius
clinical
thermometer.

. Several Celsius
clinical
thermometers
one for each
student, if
possible:

Bottle of .

'rubbingA
alcohol. .

Cotton balls.

N
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.RESOURCES AND MATERIALS
a

I

Make-a-Metro Packs: A ro.11 of metre strips of*heavy paper_in variety of -lolors.
Ron is $3.50 for 100 strips. Pads of.decimeere strips and centimetre strips

4which may be cut ,apart and pasted or stapled td make a calibrated metre stick.
Pads are approxiNtely 70C and contain enough for.30 studerits.

- ,

Available: Metric Supply International
1906 Main Street

Cedar Falls, IA % 50611,

Improvised Material: Light weight -cardboard or nonwoven fabni"; such as pellon
Cut into metre size strips. Draw in decimetre divisions with ballpoint per.

2. Butterick Publishing Wall Chart: "Figure It In.Metrics" an excellent chart for
developing an understanding of metric clothing sizes. Cost for wall chart
measuring 85 x 55 cm and showing 12 figure types ,is.approximately $2.00.

. .

Available: Butterick Publishing Co,
P. 0, Box 1945 -

,Altoona, PA 16603

3. Balance Scale; Gram size available in a range of prices. Least costly is
Ohaus, Model 1200 School Balance Scale. Cost approximately $17.50.

'Available:,"OhAus Scale Corp:
29 HanOver Road
Florham Park, NJ '07932

.
.

,Improvised Material: A kitchen scale maybe recalibrated to meas,re metriLally.
An improvised balance scale can be constructed as follows--

s,t)

-Materials--a metre stick (thin wood), fisli'lineor strong stringy small
plastic containers like butter containecs, And large paper Clip.

.
.....--t

.

.41..,-

Holes can be made in the metre stick with a drill or small screwdriver.
Tile holes at end hould be near the bottom. Use large paper clips, which
are bent open,:-to provide hoOks 'from which plastic containers may be hung.
A 1pop of string in the center may be used to suspend the balance .scale.
Bring scale into balance by adding clay or plastic to the containers. 4-

Td make weights, a square sugar cube is 1 gram, a rectangular one ts 5 grams.
Use clay balls, or water to "make"- weights needed.

CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION --24-
28
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4. Celsius Demonstration Thermometer: Can be Purchased for ai)proximately $6.75 from
--Ohaus (Ohaus Part No. 80570) or Dick Slick (Catalog No. 88281) .

'Available: Ohaus Scale Corp. -/ Dick Slick
- 29 Hanover- Road .. Box 1267
Florham Park, NJ -07932 gGaleSburg, IL 61401

Improvised Material: An impr.9vised Cisius demonstration 'thermometer tar be
,constructed as follows:

Materialsone-sheet of white poster board 75 cm lC 100 cm, a piece of red
ribbon and a pieCe'.of white ribbon each measuring 2 cm x 95 cm, glue, b13ck
felt tip marker, red felt tip.marker; knife or razor blade, metre stick,

pencil.

Cut the sheet of poster;

bOard'in'half so-that
each-half measures about_
37.5 cm x 100m. About

5 cm from the middld.of_
the top of the board cut

°a slot about 2.5 cm x
-0.2 cm. Cut another slot
this same size about 5 cm

. from the 'middle Of the

bottom. Xour board should
now look somethingjike
the Drawing 1 here,

Witt the red felt tip marker
draw and color in'a circle be-
low the bottom slot: With a

pencil lightly mark point A,
about 1 cm to the left of the
top slot, Point B 1 ..cm to the

left of the bottom slot;

point C 1 cm to the right of
the top slot.; and point D I

.cm to Elle-right of the boE-

tom slot. Draw a line from
A to B and a line from C to
D (see Drawing 1). .

1\HE CENTER FOR,VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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LEVEL II

Using your riletresti k, inark each

. of !these two lines oif in centi-
metres. Ctinnect\the\marks that

s are opposite, each other. Your
. poster board'should now look
4 e .

'.Drawinq 2. Label fhe\bottom mark
'-ib. Counter 10 marks and label
tAis mark -30. Continue counting
10 marks and labeling:t -20, -10,

'-0, 10, 20, 30, 40, and\50. Glue
one end of the red ribbon to one
end of the white ribbon -You now

\

have one'ribbon--red on one end
.and white, on the othet. After
the glue has dried, Insert the
ribbon into one ofN0e" slots, pull
one. end of the ribbolithi3pugh and

,insert end into the other slot.
Join and glue the. two ends of the
ribbon. Hold the poster board up-

.

_right and arranae the ribbT1 so .

that the red part of the ribbon
comes through the bottom sot.
You now have a demonittation
Celsius thermometer. By liding
the ribbon up and down yo can

get different temperature sef-
tinl4s.

5. Clinical Celsius Demonstra
The materials and the, dire
Thermometer as described i,
then'use the other half bi
you will need a piece of p
the top and bottom instead
QM the thermometer should
Keep counting ten lines an
the ribbon and use, as in
on this thermometer each m

O

g0
4,e

Drawing 2.

ion Thermometer: This is an improvised thermometer..

tions will be the same as fur the Celsius Demonstration
the\previous part, 44. If you made that thermometer, ,

the Poster board for,this.thermometer. .If net, then
ster board 37.5 cm x 160 cm. Cut the,slots 10 cm from
of the 5 cm that was used in #4

-
The bottom reading

e 34.\ Count up ten spaces and label this line 35.
,labeling 36, 37; 38, 39, 40, 41, and 42. Insert
he other demontraition. Remember, however, that
rk in icates 0.1°C (b -tenth Of a degree Celsius).
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USE OF STUDENT TEST BOOKLETS

The STUDENT TEST BOOKLETS can be used.to evaluate
how well your students are ableto meet. the objectives

,-for,these materials. The tests in. this INSTRUCTOR'S
GUIDE can be used as masters for duplicatineadditional.
copies.

There are two forms of thetest. Form 1 can be
used to evaluae6ta:student's 'Progress. Students who
do'hot get at least 20 of the 25 questions correct may'
benefit from repeating parts of the LEVEL II materials.
After eStudent has restudied the materials, Form -2 of
the test can be used. Answers and a list of materials
needed for each form are given on the page immediately
following each form.
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O Directions

This test has 25 questions. Read each question,carefully. There are ,

- three kindS of questions on this test.

STUDENT TEST BOOKLET

METRICS FOR GOOD MEASURE
3

LEVEL II

C

Form. I

One type of question is a multiple-choice question. Read each of the
,possible answers below question. Pick the number of. the answer you think
is beSt.Write the number of this answer in the blankin the question.

Example:

0. There are (:3) metres in one kilometre.

1) lo,
-(2) .100.

(3) 1 dm.
(4) S.0 oo

0

A

0,

There are 1 000,metieS in one kilometre. s:The correct answer is number
4.,,

(3). So, the number (3)___is_written in- -the blank.
, .

..P
. ,

.A second type of question asks you to fill in the blank. You are to-put
,iwhat yob think is the correct answer in the

The third type of.qhestion.also asks you to fill in the blank. But) beforeyou fill in theblank yOu have to measure an object that is on the resource
table. Each object on the resource table has been given a lette.- Make sure
you measure the'correct object. If you\do not see it someone else may be..measuring it: Please wait until they a through;. then measure the'object,-and
write your answer in the blank.

THE CENTER FOR.VOCATIONAL EDUCATION



A

A millimetre is about the size of

(1) ''the thickness of a paper
clip wire.

(2) the top4pf a card' table.
'(3) ,a bathroom scale.
(4),'the length of your-little'

finger. '

2. A box has a mass of 57 kilograms..
Using metric symbols, this can
also'be written as 57'

0

. Measure the length -of the resource
table. It is ' metres long.

.

How4. How much,salt is in this spootii

5. A measureAhat is the same as
43 litres is

(1) 0.043 mi
(2) 4 300 ml
,(3)' 43 000 ml
(41: 0.43 ml

0

6. The distance between New York City
and Boston,is about,369 kilometres:
If. you write this'Aising the' symbol.

for kilometres you would write
369

7. The tediperature
thetmOmeter is

shpwn ,on this

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,

8. This toothbrush is

11111111,1111111111111711,111111111111111111111191ililiiii111111111111.1

1 2, 3 4 5 6 7. 9 110

9. On the resource table is block D.

ESTIMATE its mass in kilograms.
kg.

On' the resource table__ is a red

cardboard square, B. ESTIMATE
the length of one side.of this
square in centmetres,. ,cm

11. If you use the symbol for
millilitres,8 millilitres Can
be written ads 28

12: This needle is. mm long.

13. "The area of this rectangle is
m2

0

n the resource table is a ball,
. Its mass is ,

15. If you use metric. symbols, 47
millimetres ,can also be written
.as 47



.

16.` The temperature shown on this
thermometer is °C.

°C
r -- 40

20
EE

F0

- 0,=

\
Usini 273 square17. metric Symbols,

7 Form

91. On the resource table is_a_cun,
C. ESTIMATE how Many litres
can C wilk hold.'

22. How much water is in this cup?
ml

Metres can.also be written as

273,
600

500
.-.M0

400

On the-reSAurce-table is a can,. 500
G.--Measure*s capacity. It'is

millilitres: 200

100

19. The area of the floor of the house
in this picture is

20. .A measure,that is the same as
934 kilograms is

(1, '0.934 g

(2) 934 000 g
(3) 9.34 g
(4). 93 400 g-

.

Fr
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23. A square metre is
of

(1) a card table top.
(2) -you-r-thumbnail.

(3) the floor of the classroom.
(4) a 25; coin (quarter).

about the'size

24. A metre is about

(1) . the distance you 'can walk
in 12, minutes

(2) the width-of a brick.
(3) the height of the ceiling

of this .room. -

the height of a doorknob
froth-the floor.

25. Measure the temperature of the
liquid in can . It is

O

t.



MATERIALS NEEDED

Exdrcise Letter

number .designation Description

9 ''' BrockD of wood"37 mm x 86 riimx 475 min

I

.
. I A.

Lrge red cardboard.square 23 cp on each side8
.

1

I

. _ . I

14, °K Solid rubber ball--something like a,"Super Ball"
: v

I .
,

18.
G Largd empty frozen orange juice. can

1

1.

21 C Small empty coffee can

25- N
.

AnyA size can,-e.g. a soup can, (this is

'1

used 'only%for hold:
- . ing water)

,
,

. .

1'0

Form I

MINERS
..

1. (1) ° 4. 'Answer depends on mass of ball used
.

2., kg. 15. .mm

3: Answer depends .on'length of table 16. 14
used

,

m?

4. 5 ml

5. (3),

6. km

7. 20°C
:-

18. Answex:depends on size of can used
7'

19. 38 m2

20. (2)

b

21. Answer depends on 'siZe'of.can used--

8.- 9 allow 25% error in e'stimat'es

9. Answer depends on density oft block 22. '450'

used- -allow 25% error in estimates
23. (1)

10. ,23 -- accept answers from 18 cm to

26 cm 24. '(4)_

ml 25. Answer depend on temperature of,
water used

Y2. 47

13. 40

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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Dirdetions

STUDENT TEST BOOKLET

Form 2-

1

for %

METRICS FOR GOOD MEASURE

f

'LEVEL IT

O

This test,has 25 questions. Read each question carefully. There are
three kinds of questions on this test. _

possible answers nbelow the questio. Pick the number of the answer you think

__------ .
he
------;. .

One type of question is a multiple-choice question; Read each of t
.

0

. is best. Write the number of this answer in the blank in the question.
. . 0

....

. , O.
. Example:

7

O. There
- ,

are (3) metres in one kilometre.
. .

0 (1) 10 f

(2) 100

. (3) 1 000

(4) 10 000
J

` There arg*1 000 metres in one kilometre. The correct answer is number
9(3), %So, the number (3) is Written in the blank. .

''A second. type of_ question_asks you to fill in the blank. You are to put
What you think is the correct answer in the blank.

F-

!'

, The third type of question also asks you to'fill in the blank., But, befbre
you fill in he blank yott have to measure an object that is an the resource
table. Each object on the resource table has been given a letter. ,tiaiw. sure
you'Meagure the correct Ojgct If you do not see,i msomeone else ay Je
measuring it. Please wait until they,Are throl h; then, measure the object aird.
write your answer in the-blank.

.
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A ceatim*e is about
N\s\

() the Width 61-.a,

fingernail.
(2) t1e thickness of a dime:,
(3) the capacity of a spoon.
(4) the length of Olig room.

2. A ort3ck has a mass-of 128

grams. Using metric symbols,
this can also be_utritten

4 as .128

1.

.1'

3. On '"the resource tabl. e is

block A. !leas-tire' the length

of this 'block:- is

tbillimetres long.
. -

. Hot, muc' salt is in this
spoon?

5. A mea ure that is the same
as 52 ml is-- -, . -

(1) 52 000 litres
(2) 5 200 litres
(3) 0.052 .litre

(4) 0.52 litre-

vo

6. The distance between New York City
and.BostOn is about 369 kilometres.
If .You write this using the symbol
for kilometres yOu would Write

.o
; -369

7.. The temperature shown on thip
thermometer is

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 1.

1

_ _ _ _
_

8 This nail is cm long.

(114111i111

11 2
9 On

3

the.res4prce ulb 1 e,, Is a

box, H. ESTIMATE its mass
i n grams. g.

.10. On . the resource tab le a

ye low cardboard square,
EST1MN1'E the length of one '

side of this square in
millimetres, mm

o

. II. I f you use _the svmho L.

riiliilitres, 28 millilitres-

can be writ ten as 28

,12: This pencil is

C utq

poquallimmTu

1,42 3 4 5' 6 7 '.8-
13. The area of. this rectangle, is

mm long.

.

-<36- -

14.

L.

On the rAouiee table is a
brick, J. Its masi is'

9.

15. if .yo use -met r i c- symbols,

47 millimetres ran also be
written A 47

r



16. The temperature°shmin on this
then theter is. °C.

40.

40

JO

20

10

0

17. -Using metric symbols, 48 s'quare,
metres can also be written as
48

18. On the\esource. table is a
can, F. Measure its capacity..
It- is . lit res.

. The'area of the floor of the
116 tis-ei-n't-tris picture -is

20. A measure that is the same
as 187 grams is

(1) 187-000 kg
(2) 0.187 kg.

`i3) -1.87 kg
.(4). 18 700kg

Form2'

21: On the tx-soUrce table is :I cart,
P. EsTIMATH how mates I i tres
it holds.

.9 22. How much wat er is. in this cop?
ml

23. A square metre is about the
size of; .

(1) it card-stable top.
(2)';, your thumbnail..
(3) the floor of the c.lass room.
(4) a 25c coin (qparter).

4 a

0

f.

24. A metre is about

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EOUcATION 7- 5.77 4 Q

(I) the. disttince you can
a walk in 12 minutes.

(2) the width of a brick.
(31 the height of 3.4e

ceiling of this room.
(4) -the height:Of a doorknob

from the zlotir,,
Q.

s

25. Measure the temperature of
this room.. It is

44



MATERIALS NEEDED

Exercise Let r

number des,gmation

3

9

, 10

14

18

A

a-

F

Description

Brock of wood--17 lanix 86 ,inut x 475 mm

Small box that is not empty

Yellow cardbo. square 134 Mm on each side

Brick''

Large empty coffee can

Form 2

21 Can--diffe-rent size .from.F (should also bedifferent size
from C, G, and N used in Form 1)

ANSWERS

1. (1)

2. g

14. Answer depends on mass

15. mm

3. 475 mm - -or whatever length of block 16. 6

used

4. 5 ml-

5. (3)
/

-19% 36 m2 ,

6. km // .

/ .-
20. '(2)

7. 30%
,

. ,

21. Answer depends on 'size of cail used--
,

8. 6 , allow 25% error in estimateft

9. 'Answer depends on mass of box used 2- '22. 450 I
allow 25% error in estimates .1

/
23. (1),-

10. 134--accept answer from 100 mm
xo 168 mm, 24. (4)

i
z ,,

/

25. Answer depends on templerature of room

'S

brick used

17. -m2

18. Answer depends on size of. can used

, 13, 40
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